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I.    Panerai Background; 

Ethiopia's economy is predominantly agricultural where agriculture 

plays a significant role in terms of contributions to ODP as well 

aa the proportion of the population it maintains.    Despite its size, 

however,   its growth and dynamism is limited thereby affecting growth 

and developments in all  other sectors including industry. 

Manufacturing Industry occupies % modes;, share of the QDP.    In 

terms of growth rate,  however,  it has been one of the moat dynamic 

sectors of the economy,  with real output ,<?rowth averaging 3,($ p.a. 

in TFYP from 1967/6S to 1973/M»    I" this way,  the sector has mad« 

contribution to the overall growth of the economy.    Employment  in the 

sector,   on the other hand,  has increased more slowly,  at  a rate of 

3,6# per annum from I966/67 to 197¿'A3»  although there has been more 

increase in employment  in primary producing sectors stimulât 3d by 

growing demand from manufacturing firme.    A number of the industries 

constructed especially in recent years,  have been relying heavily 

on imported raw materials and many of these require very high degree 

of protection if they are to survive.    Information on small-scale 

manufacturing enterprises has been mite  incomplete, but  indications 

are that output has grown at a substantially lower rate.    Very little 

policy support, has been given to such small-scale enterprises to date. 

Ethiopia has had three Five Year Development Plans.    Nevertheless 

due to the nature of the ownership of the productive forces,  lack of 

political will to implement planned targets and a host  of economic 

and social constraints associated with these two problems the develop- 

ments of the economy in general anr1 industry in particular was limitsd 

and slowed down. 

It could be stated boldly that whatever developments and growth 

rates achieved so far were largely gained despite the plan. 

The last plan w*is the third Five Year Plan 1963-1974.    The TFYP set 

seven rualitative goals for the large scale Manufacturing sector»l 
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(i)    The first was to encourage the procecsing of locally available 

raw materials.    This objective h:<s by and lar,çe been attained, but 

in the metals and chemicals fit'Ids reliance  continued on imported 

raw materials. 

(ii)    The second  objective was  to continue encouragement  of _im£OTt 

substitution industries.        This has been achieved . J most  of the 

new industries have been focused on imports substitution and the 

country's t  riff policy ha o been ¿jeered to the  support  of  this 

objective. 

(iii)    The third objective concerns  the provision of low-cost eruipment, 

supplies ¿¿id consumer goode to Peasant agriculture.    This aspect 

of provision of consumer goods h;.s been fulfilled to a small 

extent   at hijh prices*   in so far an the  low-cost eruipment    .nd 

other supplies   ire concerned the objective has no+ been met  at 

all.    The  envisaged fertili7er plant  did not  materialize and   the 

products of the metal  tools factory bevng costly and therefore 

expensive  could not be m?de aviilable  to the peasant  farmers. 

(iv)    The development  of new _urban .growth çe_r.ters  (besides the old 

industrial 'ones of Asmara, Addis Ababa ond Dire Bava) where 

employment  could be provided  to local  people  in manufacturing 

and processing industries was  set as  the fourth objective. 

This objective was a complete  failure  due to lack of Government 

policv which would assist the  process of urbanization. 

(v)    The fifth rualit itive objective speclfifd that  special^ at t ent i on 

is  to be given to those   inductries which through forward and/or 

backward linkages,  stimulate the growth of other sectors.    Cases 

of significant  forward linkages are rare and have not been 

important   in Ethiopia.     In the  case of backward linkages,   the 

growth of eristing food,  te.ytile and laather industries has hod a 

significant effect in stimulating the growth of agricultural 

production to serve as inputs for the manufacturing sector. 

m . 
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(vi)    The sixth objective relates to the encouragement of the me of 

indigenous resources, particularly the Abundant  supply of 

unskilled workers,   along with a decrease  in the usr; of imported 

resources.    No steps have been taken to próvido particular 

incentives for firms to use unskilled labour.     In fact,  the 

tar tariff and e-change  rate structures tend to work in the 

opposite direction,  m^Jcin* thr use of ] :bour more costly rela- 

tive   to machinery and equipment..    Thin   is one  of the  area« 

where  the Third ?ivr Year Plan and its predecessors has uUeriy 

failed in their objectives. 

(vii)    Lastly is thr objective  of diagnosing the cause  of ercese 

capacity in many of the  country's plants and to take appropriate 

measures to improve the utilization of capacity.    Some attempt 

has been made along this line but, the depth and coverage of the 

study has not been adequate enough to arrive at  some  conclusive 

re commendat i ons. 

Besides the above  cotai it? ti ve objectives ruantitative  targets 

were set for Manufacturing Industry in the TÏYP.    A planned target 

of gross value of production of ES700M at constant prioes was 

envisaged in 1974   (i.e.  end of the Third plan period)  and the 

actual calculated at curren, market prices was E$344M.    Regarding 

value added and achievement of E1245M in curi »it prices was 

obtained out of a plan target of EÎP30M at constant prices by 1974 

which shows that  the plan was not  fulfilled to a large errtsnt. 

The  target growth rate for manufacturing (in the revised plan 

1967/63-1973/74)  was 12.3/¿ p.a.    The actual showed and under- 

fulfillment with <-', growth rate of 3.0^ p.a.    The causes of this 

underfulfillment   include inadequate flow of investment both for 

new and old industrial enterprises^ and the absence of enter- 

preneurs    capable  of introducing better methods of production 

and marketing, thereby raising the productivity of the existing 

capital stock.    With regard to gross fived capital invettaent, 
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the projected figure over the plan period  M^S ?515M. and the 

actual reached a level of 'i'230.1M.,  i.e.  45/& of the investment 

target in constant prices of 1963. 

In the, field of employment,   the  said sector shoved a rather 

modest performance with the   actual employment of 60.000 as against 

the planned target  of 110.000.    However,  with employment  growing 

at  just 3|6/£ p.a. and value  added rising by 3,0/5 p.a.  labour 

productivity  increased.    This surprised the plana1 .anticipation 

of 1,1/» p.a.   grouth in Ubor productivity. 

Finally,  it  was planned that  exports would   reach $60M. by the 

end of the plan period.    Actual manufactured exporta showed 

a value of ?40m in 1974 if we take into account ?  general   increase 

of export prices by 77$. 

To conclude,   ve  can say that  at  the end of TFifP Manufacturing 

industry came to   i complete  standstill and there was even a 

fall in production due to exaggerated import substitution policy, 

under investment,   too high protective import duties, which 

resulted in high prices cf locally produced and 3old goods, too 

heavy a reliance on imported raw materials,   too little attention 

was ci ven to putting highly skilled Ethiopian in responsible 

posts in foreign owned companies,  etc.    As  a result of the 

failure of successive five  years plans many problems cam« to 

expression in the  form nf mass unemployment, macs poverty, 

famine, high illiteracy rate,   shortage of skilled manpower 

and managerial  staff, very  old machinery  in many industries 

with frcuent. break-down for which spare parts could not be found 

because they were produced any longer,  shortage of financial 

resources,  underdeveloped infrastructures,   all contributing to 

the culmination of the present revolution. 
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Although some imputative goal3 were  put on paper only and were 

not realized in previous successive five years' plans, there ic 

no doubt that Borne of them reflected long-term needs of the 

country und should be   achieved in the   future pluis like- forward 

and backvrd linkages,   the effec+ive  use of indigenous raw- 

materials,  utilization of eroe-se capacities,   etc.    On the 

other hand,  as  a recult   of a fianco of economic policy of tho 

previouB regime   and us  the  consequence-   of basic deficiencies in 

the previous governing  nyntcm substantial institutional changée 

had to be rmdf   in order to intensify  investment,  to step-up 

growth rates,  to make a just distribution of national income, eto. 

To support this,   it vas necessary to take measures  in economic 

and social policy, organisational approach,   legislative matters 

and in other sectors.     So came  th#  nationalization of land and 

houses,  ley manufacturing industri es,   several  important transport 

companies and banks .and  insurance companies. 

A second aspect  of the   Industry sector is the areas  of handicrafts 

and the major goods in the TFÏT for the handicraft  and cottage 

Industries include improvement  of productivity through various 

forms of technical assistance,  promotion of co-operative orga- 

nizations and marketing facilities and ertension of credit. 

Overall assessment of the sub-sector  industries indicates that the 

growth rate '-/an  in excess of the planned.    Por real i able 

evaluation, however,  information concerning investment, employ- 

ment and output  are very much lacking and the same factors 

have also made  planning of the   sub-sector difficult.    The 

objectives of institutional and organizational changes have been 

virtual  failures. 
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It should be understood thrt  pome of the objectives and 

the difficulties encountered in the  induetry sector are 

•attera of goin^ concern.    They have been passed on to 

the Third from   the first and second plans, and still they may 

be passed to the  future plan periods.    Therefore,   let us 

now turn to look  into some general problems which had hampered 

the grow+h of industry over  the past years,i.e.  mainly the 

pre-revolution days.     We will  also gloBs over some of the 

current problems facing the eristing operation of industries 

in Ethiopia. 

II.    Specific Problems of Industrialisation 

One of the major problems of industrialization stems fro« the 

lack of a meaningful development plan both at the overall and 

sect oral levels.    Until   /ery recently the productive forces in 

industry wore owned by a few national capitalists and foreign 

investors and therefore,   the decisions in the types and directions 

of production and investment were not geared to generating dynamic 

internal growth of industry and/or creating cross sectoral linkages 

but merely to •''massing exorbitant  profits.    With industries owned 

by private holders,   there  is not  any effective nay of guiding 

and controlling the  tactor both for purposes of its development 

as t-rell as for creating impacts on other sectors.     Consequently, 

investment s concentrated  in a few lucrative sub-sectors such as 

good,  beverages and textiles. 

There have not been definite objectives and policies with regard 

to the role of induetry and its possible contributions to the 

economy i  say in terms of employment.    Thus the allocation of 

resources in industry was induced by rate of return tc the 

investor even at the erpense of employment.    The main reason which 

caused this situation was the eristing tar,  tariff,   and exchange 

rato structure::; which made imports of machinery and ecuipment 

cheaper relative to labour. 
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A related problem is that partly due to the factors raised 

above 'tariff, e-changcs rate, etc.) one1 1 -r>__of clear policy 

on the interdependence of Agriculture and Industry, mejiy manu- 

facturing industries in Ethiopia rely heavily en imported 

raw materials en-l  intermediate goods for their operations. 

Included aluo "ire spare, parie and similar o+hcr auxiliary 

services so that it ha,s not been possible to stimulate on 

autonomo\i3 and sustained industrial development unhampered by 

etrainn arising from costs and supply availability of the 

above mentioned factor inputp. Agriculture is currently- 

developing in a Jircction isolated from needs of the industry 

sector and this I.e.ok of policy on intersect oral resource 

transfers has deprived the induetry sector from the benefits 

of a cheap and continous supply of inputs. 

Another -policy probi en i 3 the absence of a frame work for 

project preparation and appraisal and their _ijnplementc.tion 

in order to determine their priorities in order to enjoy public 

or private inv«itœént. Neither is there a nolicy for the choice 

of technology to bo adapted in respect of particular projects 

and progrejnmeG in a given sector- This situation has entailed 

a problem vrhere small-scale industries wre neglected despite 

their potential advantages in terms of employment creation, 

income distribution, leas imported capital and technolo.^y 

rcroiireraen-:-,, utilization of indigenous sVill pria  resources, etc. 

It has to be emphasised that in order to develop the small 

scale industry Rector as veil as ihe modern manufacturing 

sector, appropriate technology has to be developed and adopted 

in production processes.  Currently, however, the choice of 

technology íB not appropriate and in  at a  low level (i.e. 



compared to producers in similar industries in other countries). 

The relevance of appropriate technology should be considered 

not only from the stand point of efficiency and its effect 

on unit costs but also from the stand point of factor proportions 

and factor endowments in the economy. 

Of considerable importance i;; the problem of skilled manpower. 

This problem permeates a whole range of activities ranging 

from project preparation to their implementation. Managerial 

skill and financial analyaists are very much in short supply 

and hence industries suffer from lack of proper management 

and financial allocations. Feasibility studies, engineering 

designs, specifications as well as supervision of constructions 

and installation works are undertaken by foreign personnel- 

This situation has given rise to inflating the capital costs 

of industrial projects besides the problem that projects 

prepared and installed by foreign personnel tend to use foreign 

machinery find technology which often bear little or no relevance 

to the needs of the economy. This perpetuates dependence on 

the developed countries for purposes of inductrialization with 

the oooBecuent effect of retarding the development of locally 

generated and integrated industry. 

constraint ^q£ijig,A^(LÁc.Yci-Q£m-cM of basic and impact creating 

industries such as iron, steel and _Btratcgic_ chemicals like 

fertilizer, pctro-chemicals, etc. Economic ^jid_^hnological 

realities dictate that projects cannot, operate below a certain 

minimum capacity. The problem is this regard is that due to 

the smallness of the size of the market for the products of 

the above industries, it has not become worthwhile to incur 

the reruired .amount of investments in the said types of industries« 
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This fact lus rendered it difficult to make available 

domestically engineering products, agricultural machinery, 

electrical equipment rd other strategic inputs at reasonable 

prices and in the desired euantity. 

Short age_ of domcpUc savings i G jet another f otor that has to 

be paid due. -.t tent ion. Some industrial projects 3uffer from 

lack of renourcoE for financing capital coats -as well as 

recurrent, cor.+.s for experienced foreign personnrl and consul+antB 

and other oner .ting costs. This has often led to postponement of 

project executions and implement .it ion del vs. In fact, a 

problem of a more grave magnitude ie fore i «pi exchange limita- 

tions. In the past, '-.his had arisen due to emphasis of the 

industry sector on import substituting industries to the neglect 

of those catering for e-port promotion. Of couree, the former 

strategy had contributed towards relieving the balance of 

payments through foreign exchange saving!.;; however, the best 

opportunities for import substitut i on have been exhausted. 

It means that the nerd to earn sufficient foreign exchange by 

export to finance the importation of s+rategic inputs, remains 

to be achieved. 

An ic3ue related to the above points is the feeling in some 

ruarters that local savings and foreign e"changc are not 

constraints to industrial ination in Ethiopia. This is too 

naive a statement. Mhat may be ,an acceptable nullification 

is the fact that the .bove resources arc. not the strongest 

constraints. Thie is different from a condition of no 

constraint. There are cases in Ethiopia vjhere invest ibic 

funds h?ve been m de available and yet projec+s do not appear 

at all. This indicates that the absorptive capacity to readily 

absorb investments is at a low level. Thie has evidenced itself 
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through lack of avail bility of well  conceived projects, 

lack of local budget  even when forri^n inputs  -..re made 

available,   adminintr. .tivr. bottleneck and implementation 

problems. 

Having outlined the above, general problems' which has been 

besetting the industrv sector for the pest several years, 

let us now turn to  c;onrsider in r. ver; brìi f fashion nome  of 

the £^J^P^^J>¿¿rrS°~l]¿^J^^Xl:Il^. °^    '^£ sector.    Prominent 

among these _st_'£idri   ,hortagc __of skilT^r^jper^onnel   at   "itudj^jis 

HSU ¿P. .^SlSFf^ L?.ri ^JiVSJ^S '•       then concfi organisât i onal probi ems 

due   to overlapping functions rspecialI y on matters  for 

.iüf~^e^.tíÜ Jl^o.^-ilX•     Thin her;  c r.uye 1   implementation hazards and 

problem of decision making.    Related to this is   the   institutional 

problems of haph^ard creation of corporations withouir clear 

definitions  of functions    thus  ltading to thr   sraaration of 

industries whi -,h otherwise '-'ould h. .ve had logical rrlationships 

and li; 'cogen vi "el]   *,n prevented the duplication of un^oceaiary 

ad.iiniwtrativ? aid skill overheads with all the implica conto,"ext 

could be  rair-ed  the j;'U£_s^ion of h i gli investment  costs due 

among otherr:,  rising prices of import ed fuipment   thereby making 

Ethiopian  industries*  high cof.it  producers; when coupled with 

other factors such    a   limitation'-  of physical,   human,   financial 

and other infr asl.ructun:s.     Pre ".ont   industries,   those c: isting 

«and newly proposed ones,   suffer from delay? of implementation 

and unnecessary prolongation of gestation oeriod.    These  are 

induced due   to delays  in  the  commencing of constructions 

arising from  the acute  dearth of specialized contractorr,  and 

administrative  inefficiencies including delays at port3 and 

customs clearance.     Finally there  arc   the difficulties arising 

from hi^h cost  of spare parts,   r•;•" nateri-'lf-  end intermediate 

inputs for which reliance?  in still  out on imports.    Mention 

should also be made of the unvillingncr.'s of importers to 

readily make available  the timely supply of the above inputs 

and in the desired ruantity and flow. 

J 
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li.    Current Changes in the Hone yront 
With the hiBtoric viotory of the 1966 revolution, Ethiopia 

has entered into   >, new era which establishes the ground work for 

the construction of a free national  economy,    játhiopia declared 

herself a socialist state and with it  the old fetters of feudalism 

were given fatal blows.    The smell capitalist sector in industry and 

other areas no longer became fertile soil for imperialist exploitation. 

To implement the rehired economic and social changes,  the National 

Jkmocratio Revolution was launched.    In industry,  the major production 

and distribution lUiitB as well as financial intermediaries,  Banks 

jid Insurances were nationalized.    This was a significant and necessary 

step for undertaking a planned development  in the Industry sector. 

Indeed,  a prosperous  industry cannot  co-cyist with a backward agri- 

culture.    Hence,  in view of the need to enter for the downtrodden 

nasses and the necessity of developing the productive forces and 

production relationship in agriculture, rural lands were nationalised 

and made available to the people freely.    With these fundamental- 

preparatory measures industry is logically expected to develop 

faster and in the desired direction.    Moreover,  the often recoüred 

interdependence between agriculture and industry (as well as other») 

would be more meaningfully attained hence forth. 

It  is understandable  that what affect3 development  in industry 

«-.re not  only forceo which operate in the industry sector alone or 

even in both industry and agriculture, but activities,  variables, 

programmes and policies, etc,  which occur in all other economic 

•ectors and social spheres.    These factors are duly recognized and 

an irrevocably determined effort is bu..¿ made by Ethiopia based on 

the novel principle of self reliance to generate and make available 

the neccGSòrv local manpower,   firu'incial resources,   infrastructural 

facilities,  etc.  through the minimum program of the in» to achieve 

a sustained, dynamic and diversified development of industry 

including the Bmall-scalt sub-sector. 
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^*  Reruirements from the External Front 

In the preceding section, an attempt has been made to chert 

in very broad terms the. recent ..ir asures taken by the Government to 

give impetus to the process of dynamic industrialization ani the 

overall economy. Domestic efforts are indeed of prime importance 

in all types of national endeavours in order to attain a sustained 

and free national economy. Hovcver, in vic.v  of the objective 

realities that, the economy is plagued with all the .symptons of 

serious under development namely, mass unemployment, HUBS poverty, 

famine, low literacy rate, shortage of skilled manpower, shortage 

of financial resources, under developed infrastructure, etc. it is 

inconceivable ho think of Ethiopia being capable of launching 

developnent activities and overcoming the pangs of economic 

backwardness purely on its cm efforts. Thus the need arises for 

the mobilization of external financial and technical assistance 

resources under the most desirable conditions (the word condition 

being used in the most inclusive sense to include political, economic 

and social matters) .is a strategic supplement to local efforts and 

resources. It should be noted th^t the support coming from ertcrnaA 

•ouroee is a temporary substitute for domestic resources considering 

the country's objective of sclf-reli.aicc in future. 

Wiith the above vords in mind let us then proceed to discuss 

some of the possible actioms and special mr^asux-es that could be 

taken by Internation 1 bilateral and Multilateral organizat iona to 

assist the LDC's (as th.it of ours) to meet their needs for accelerating 

industrialization : 

(i) Technical and financial assistance should be given to the LDC's 

to assist them to prepare policies and plan for attaining a more 

rap idi ndu etri alization.  Such policios should pay particular 

attention to the establishment of basic industries which form the 

industrial base of the economy. Emphasis should be laid on those 
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industrial projects which create means of production,  generate 

cross sectoral and interregional linkages,  and have the highest 

possible multiplier effects such as industri?! infrastructure 

projects. 

(ii) A stepped up program of assistance should be designed for the 

Bpecific purpose of the development of rural industries whioh 

would enable the  fuller utilization of local resources end the 

development  of appropriate technology. 

(iii) Strong support Bhould be- given to the LDC'B in order to alleviate 

the shortages of high-level and middle-level advisory and opera- 

tional personnel through local training programmes,  fellowships, 

workshops etc. 

(iv) Both bilateral and multilateral donors ohould co-ordinate and 

programme  their assistances to the LDC's  in a common pool with the 

view to creating a strong impact on the development of the 

industrial  sector rather than continuing the present practice of 

the dispersion of assistance in a whole array of activities. 

In respect  of special measures,  donor agencies and organizations 

should : 

(i) assist in making the necessary studies and investigations to 

increase the country1 a stock of knowledge on resource basis, 

project availability, abEorptive capacity a.ii identification of 

bottlenecks, etc.    Study should also be made on resource reruire- 

ment  for project development including the magnitude,  role and 

type of assistance input e ;  and 

(ii) help, initiate a program of economic and tachnical co-operation 

between the LDCs and the developing countries and between them and 

the  industrialized nations with the view to exchanging information 

experience  and knowledge  on problems of industrialization.    The 

donor agencies should in particular create forums for 3uch 

oc— operations as well as assume the responsibilities of developing 

policies and programs as well as supplying funds in order to 

facilitate  implementation of co-operation schemes mutually agreed 

upon. 
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In more  specific terms UNIDO and other mult il'.te ral agencies 

and bilateral  donor organization should concentrate their efforts 

on the areas  of planning and programming of the  industrial dcvelot)- 

roent  of the  LDCs,   expand the existing flow of assistance as welx 

as improve the present conditions  of such assistance,  rind adapt 

workable skill development measures aimed   vt curtailing the effects 

of manpower constraints in industry.    These points oould be a little 

bit more elaborated upon in the intercut   of de ¡ -.ils. 

Hence,   in respect of planning and programming multilateral 

and bilateral donors should: 

(i)    Increase the provision of technical assistance  to the LDC's 

in the planning of their industrial sectors (through advisory 

Services)  as well  as in implementing various projects and in the 

actual operation of Vty functions  at plant levels; 

(**)    Preparation of speci.-1 programmes and projects especially 

tailorcd t o_ the needs of the LDCs.       In this progr ,mmc could be 

included the establishment of small  and medium sized factories, 

workshops,   industrial estâtes,   etc.    Eraially important arc 

measures aimed at  enabling utilisation of local natural resources, 

development  and adaption of appropriate  technology,  rural indus- 

trialization and employment creation; 

(i i i )   Assist in the investigation of the causes Tof 07 ce ss capacity and 

their solution in existing industries both in the context of 

National    nd Multinational economics of the LDC'rr and 

(iv)    Formulate  policies and programmes  of co-operation among the 

Developing countries as a step towards   a more  rapid industria- 

lization.     Assistance in the implementation phase is an importance 

aspect of the   proposal: 

As regards financial problems,   the   following measures maybe 

considered: 

(i)    the overall financial and technical assistance flow should be 

augmented through the expansion of allocations from existing 

sources as well as tapping of new ones ; 

J 
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(ii)    Creation of a co-<5rdinc.ting machinery to rationalize and program 

ill  i88istAr.ee to the industrial development  of the LLCs;  and 

(ili)    Improvement  of the presen* terms and conditions of assistance 

through such measures   :.s local cost finc-ncirya:,   lifting or 

reduction of counterpart obligations,   free  foreign e-rchange 

purchase   in case  of bil.rtc.ral grants,  provision of multiannual 

assistance,   financing projects beyond prc-inver'tmrnt  stages to 

include   the actual production phases,   etc. 

Finally,   in the  sphere of training,  vigorous efforts have 

to be made by donor organizations to make  it  possible for the 

LDCs to take over the positions presently assumed by the expatriates 

as well  as make available a continous flow of industrial skills 

in accordance with the demands and grovrth of the  sector. 

Hence,   (i)    the nature of training offered in the existing 

educational  institutions has to be evaluated and 

rest ructurcd in the light  of er i sting and future 

industrial retirements: 

(ii)    training me asures should focus on  fchose approaches 

which yieId the tnayimum possible  multiplier effect 

(e.g,  through training of local   instructors,   insisting 

foreign instructors rather than sending trainees) to 

ensure   ~   continous flow of looal  exports;  and 

(iii)    designing and implementation of accelerated training 

programmer to cater for the  immediate needs of the 

sector. 

It may be reiterated in conclusion that the  task to be undertaken 

by international  donor organizations  and the   assistance anti- 

cipated from them do not  singularly provide  a miraculous panacea 

to the  industrialization process of the LDCs.    The main efforts 

have  to be carried out by the LDCs themselves.    A k«y step in 

this direction is the need to adhere to a properly formulated 
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development plan.    This would involve several development 

approaches, tcchnirucs,  modcl3, etc. which have to be 

carefully considered, and applied.    Of course wo will not 

dwell on these as this paper ic not a strategy outline 

intended to discuss  such modalities.    However, the point 

has been raised here  simply to stress the   significance of 

a planning approach xvith its implications  in terms of 

administrative reforms,  organizational restructuring, economic 

and policy changes and politicil imperatives. 
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